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Reviews: “A Book of Platinum Light”:
“This resonates so deeply within me. I am one big goose-bump. I feel as if I am hearing my
language after having lived in a foreign land for ever and I just have to cry with joy and
recognition. I thought I had forgotten this language and I can still understand it all. Oh my, what a
gift. Your words are out there with the highest available on the planet at the moment.”
~ Melissie Jolly, creator and founder of Colour Mirrors
“Wow... it brought tears to my eyes. When I read your book, it was as if it was talking to me
directly with understanding. It's stunning and breathtaking. What was fascinating as I read was to
see how my body responded and respond it did, beautifully. As I absorbed the words so their
frequency delivered their magic. I really feel you are a "Master Weaver", lightly weaving and tiptoeing for those who are unable to cross the veils, a picture or a tapestry of 'what really is'
allowing hope and inspiration for all to share. What a gift, thank you.”
~ Amanda Ard, channel, visionary and healing consultant
“This is awesome stuff, Korani. I could actually hear music while reading. This is an opportunity to
experience light in its purest form; a direct transmission.”
~ Moira Bush, Colour Mirrors business manager and teacher
“Poetry for the soul.”
~ Amanda Bradbury, writer, astrologer and Colour Mirrors teacher
“Your writing is very powerful ... very thought provoking and inviting.“
~ Peggy Black, transducer, channel and author of “Morning Messages”
“The flow and entry into the limitless expanse of platinum portals is a golden journey from the
heart of all earth beings.”
~ Julia Meads, healer, facilitator, teacher, cosmic lightworker and animal communicator
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Awakening to Platinum Light
Have you ever noticed how the very best experiences seem to find you when you’re not looking?
The only thing I was seeking when I woke at 4am one icy winter’s morning was to slumber
peacefully for several hours more but a soft clear light all around me seemed to indicate that
something interesting was going on for which I might just want to be awake. It was the sort of
light I’ve become familiar with, a light that I feel as much as see, a light which carries a wave of
quiet excitement, a light that awakens my receptivity. Thoughts of sleep disappeared out the
window into the frozen landscape beyond. I felt a surge of clarity, calmness and subtle
anticipation as I was propelled out of my warm bed with an overpowering urge to write.
This sort of thing has happened to me enough by now to know that I cannot ignore the call so I
gathered warm blankets, notebook and my ever-curious cats and settled in to write, or rather to
receive. Words poured from my pen with pellucid clarity. Images presented themselves to me,
sensations flowed through my body, and words, phrases and sounds echoed in my head. An hour,
two, went by and here, I was told, was the genesis of A Book of Platinum Light. It took many
months for this small book to be ready to see the light of day but the seeds were planted on that
cold dark morning and left a profound impact upon me which has carried through my life ever
since. I feel entirely blessed to act as a transceiver for these energies.
This Book of Platinum Light consists of seven written energetic transmissions, one for each of
seven Platinum ‘Portals’. These Portals guide you deeply into the frequency and cosmic light of
Platinum and open you to the pure energy and grace of Elohim, a power and frequency of light
that is beyond what the human mind can define - though we may recognise it in our hearts. To
experience it, simply open your awareness and ask to receive it. As you read, allow Platinum light
and Elohim love to flow from the pages of this book and envelop you in their embrace.
What are the Platinum Portals?
These Platinum Portals serve as gateways, opening and expanding you into greater awareness so
that you might access more of the Divine being you truly are. Each Portal carries a particular
vibration that facilitates you in awakening to the vastness of you. The more you read them the
more these Portals will connect with you and the more they will assist you in opening to the Divine
messages they contain. The more you allow yourself to receive them the more you will be able to
access within yourself the qualities they transmit.
Colour Mirrors Platinum Gaias
The seven Platinum Portals are inspired by and closely linked to seven “Platinum Gaia” oils which
form part of Colour Mirrors, a system which uses colour, light and potent Divine frequencies to
assist us in transformation, healing, growth and awakening to our divinity and light. The Colour
Mirrors system, created in South Africa in 2001 by Melissie Jolly, contains dozens of beautiful
bottles of coloured oils and essences. Each bottle in the system has its own meaning, its own note
or vibration and each carries a compelling message. These bottles and their messages, received by
Melissie, are in themselves portals and keys to greater light and life.
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New Earth Energies
Included in the Colour Mirrors system is a set of 27 Gaia bottles: seven copper, seven pale gold,
seven platinum and five coral oils. Each of these bottles has a particular and specific connection
with Gaia, the Earth, and our relationship with her as a living being. Soon after the system was
born the Copper Gaias arrived to create a solid connection with the Earth, helping us make sense
of our experiences here.
In 2009 the Golden Gaias, the first of what I call the ‘New Earth’ energies, arrived in the system,
mirroring the Earth's transition into a higher vibrational frequency. In my book, The Language of
Light, I explore these Golden Gaia energies and relate them to seven ‘Golden Keys’ to that which
we call Ascension, or the evolution of human consciousness.
The Platinum Gaia bottles you see below were added in 2010. At first they had little to say,
remaining somewhat aloof and distant. We experienced their incredible light and cosmic power
yet they did not have the easy accessibility of the Golden Gaia set. Over time we came to perceive
that their energies were far beyond the limitations of the thinking mind and that here was
something of a very different frequency and range than we had seen before on the planet. We
discovered that the platinum energies are enablers. They assist us in releasing resistance and
make what was difficult possible and what was heavy light; and they do it swiftly and with grace.
You will discover their many remarkable qualities as you read on.
In 2011 we received the Coral Gaias and a further doorway opened. Rather than taking up their
story here I have included more information about them in the Footnote at the end of this e-book.
Will there be a further book about the Coral Gaias? Time will tell!
If you’d like to know more about Colour Mirrors, the Golden Gaias and The Language of Light book,
further information and links to other resources are included in the Appendices.
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Light Beyond Words
After writing The Language of Light I was asked many times if I would produce a further book to
explore the Platinum Gaias which followed on from and complemented the Golden ones and I was
insistent that I would not. “The Platinum energies go beyond words,” I would say, loftily. “I
cannot imagine writing a book about them.” Really. I couldn’t. The energy of the Platinums was
so beautiful, so expansive, so high in vibration that I couldn’t see how words could possibly do
them justice. Yet born at this chilly dawn, here it was - only a handful of pages but a ‘book’
nonetheless. I had to laugh. I love how our Divine selves know so much more than our little selves
do. Thankfully I’ve learned to take my little self with a pinch of salt and to give up on my fixed
ideas and plans when my BIG self takes charge!
A Book of Platinum Light is very short and is really more of an energy transmission than a book in
the usual sense of that word but the title came through as clearly as the rest of words so I
acknowledge this as a book in that it imparts information, insight and inspiration - and possibly
much more. The Portals it contains invite you to open to the greater you. They share with you the
possibilities available when you cease to define and limit yourself and instead acknowledge the
infinite beauty and wonder of who you really are.
Since sharing these words with others I have often been told: “You have to record these!” The
first Portal, Serenity, is available as a free audio download on my website and I plan to make the
others available in audio format in the near future. But if you’re like me, you love to have the
written word to read and to play with; words to roll around on your tongue, to luxuriate in, to hear
inside your head, perhaps even to speak aloud to yourself or to read to another in order to feel
their vibrational resonance.
My suggestion is to read this e-book over and over again as you feel called to; each time you read
you will be offered a subtly altered experience. Certain words will call to you, specific frequencies
will touch you which you may not have noticed or been ready to receive in a previous reading.
The words of the Portals and their phrasing, rhythms and imagery have been deliberately and
specifically selected; encoded with cosmic light forms and underlying geometric patterning, they
may even re-calibrate the holographic field of resonance which surrounds your body as you
interact with them.
If some of the words wash over you as you read, if some do not even make sense to you, all to the
good. This is where they touch you most deeply at a place beyond the thinking mind. Let them in,
soak yourself in their translucence and enjoy their luminosity without recourse to thought. The
light of Platinum exists there, far beyond the limits that words would have us ascribe to it.
Platinum is an energy to receive, to allow, to soak and bathe yourself in. Through this e-book you
will come to discover your own connection with its cosmic emanations.
The Platinum Portals and the corresponding Platinum Gaia oils enable what is dense to become
light, what is stuck to become fluid and what is restricted to dissolve into unlimited expanse. My
wish is that this book will transport you to a place of higher light and expanded awareness, open
doorways within you and guide you to an altogether new frequency in your life and being.
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A Note on the Structure of This E-Book:
Each of the seven Platinum Portals begins with a photograph of the Platinum Gaia bottle which
inspired it and is accompanied by Melissie’s words for that bottle. In this book the bottles serve
as anchors to the powerful frequencies of light which emanate from the words of the Portals and I
have included their images so that our bodies can relate to the energy we take in as we read.
During the writing of this book I often found myself a receptor for intense streams of cosmic light
and energy and readers are reporting similar experiences. Colour is a wonderful tool to assist us in
translating what we receive as energy into a tangible physical form that our bodies can understand
and to which they can respond, and the beautiful images you will find in this book are a useful
starting point. The bottles themselves are an even more potent form of support as we gather back
to us our light, so if you feel called to dive more deeply into these Portals you may like to acquire
some of the bottles to assist you along the way. Bodies love to experience energies and they love
even more to be supported by something they can see, smell, touch and hold as they integrate
those energies. The bottles, which are actually physical expressions of Divine love, will assist your
body in calibrating to the energetic frequencies you will receive as you read. You can find all the
Colour Mirrors bottles including the seven Platinum Gaias on my website.
As well as the bottle photographs, you will find several other images in the book which have been
specifically chosen to enhance your experience. You may like to spend time connecting with
them, allowing them also to contribute their light and resonance.
Following each bottle photo and meaning you will find the words I received as this book came into
form, the words which make up the energetic experience of the Portals. The first time you read
you may choose to start with the first Portal and read through to the seventh Portal so that you
can experience the journey they lay out before you. On subsequent readings you may like to dip
in and find the Portal that calls to you the most and open yourself to its words and frequency.
There is no right or wrong way to enter the Portals; simply choose the path which is lightest and
brightest for you and enjoy the ride.
With my gratitude and blessings
Korani
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Platinum Light Returns
Over eons of time the New Earth has been forming, weaving a grid from filaments of gold, biding
her time, giving strength to her lines and her shape, carving hope into her breastbone. From deep
within the heart of the old, the new is being forged. We give it life with our every breath, our
every thought, our every wish and the very frequency of our being. Day upon day it grows, a child
of the new, birthed from that which has gone before but wholly, utterly transformed. Tenderly it
emerges, moment by moment, awaiting our readiness to receive it.
From the fires of gold the Earth is born again, a phoenix rising. We have always known of her
coming and now, at last, we prepare the way. She moves, she shifts her ground, she makes deep
her golden foundations that we might live our ascended light upon her.
But she does not make this journey alone. Cosmic forces come to join her, sweeping in from
farthest galaxies, reaching in to touch her golden heart with their forgotten light. Their song has
not been heard for many a lifetime and we lift our eyes and open our ears and attune again to the
harmonies of blessedness as they fall as rain upon us and we remember. These are the bringers of
the dawn, the carriers of the rays, the keepers of the keys and they are us and we are them and
together we bring a light of quiet potency. We bring Platinum Light to Golden Earth and forge an
entirely new creation.
We were given seven Golden Keys and now we find that they open seven Platinum Portals.
Let us discover them together.
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The First Platinum Portal
G16:

Serenity (Coral/Platinum)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the first Golden Gaia bottle, the first Golden
Key, G9: Faith (See Appendix B).
In these colours we find a perfect balance between enlightened masculine and Divine feminine.
Serenity comes from that balance of the two sides of ourselves but it also comes from the balance
between our platinum angelic self and our coral human self. Even our magical inner star-child can
play in these colours. Here we can surrender into the knowledge that finally we are whole and
with that comes unconditional self-acceptance and sublime serenity.

The First Platinum Portal: Serenity
Come again to the tree of knowledge and die there to all you have become. Wander its paths and
branches and find anew the grace you have sought within. There is no other. You are its source,
its beginning and its end, its full and tender embrace. Look upon all anew and become again this
thing of beauty you once were. Know again the heartbeat of your oneness, the rhythm of your
core, the endless joy of simple beingness. Welcome to the full and perfect stillness of serenity.
Serenity’s light is a pillow for your soul, a cushion for your heart, a balm for your wounds. Take
time here, take rest. You have no conscious heart for this. You are tired of the path and ready for
sleep. Let it come. Let it in. Let it be. Weary, weary world, take rest here. Just be. Just love. Just
settle now and dream.
I am Serenity. Step into me and I will take you deeper than ever you knew existed into a time
beyond time, a place beyond space and a faith beyond reckoning. All is yours. I am the surrender
beyond surrender, the relinquishing of your fear, the unbridling of your might, the unfurling of
your light. I am all that would remain when everything you have cherished is gone, leaving in its
wake only peace, only love, only this: serenity.
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Of what would you speak to me? Of timeless, ageless nothing; of formless, unknown space. Of
another way, another day, another form still unheralded but coming, oh yes, surely coming now.
You are the I AM, the magnificent, glorious All without form.
Now is the time to be. Now is the time to listen very intently to your essence. Not your mind, for
that would lead you astray. Nor even your heart, for that will tell you of a thousand other roads to
take. Not your self, for there is none. A great choice stands before you, an opening, a chasm, a
dream. Now is the time. Plunge deep into the shadow of your being and embrace all that you
would find there. It will not last, this darkness, for it is but an illusionary tale, woven from strands
of your own mis-trust. I am here, leading you ever onward, ever inward, ever skyward. I am
Serenity.
Now is the time your awakening was heralded across lives, times and imaginings. Always and
forever you have yearned for this moment and it is upon you now. Will you heed the call? Will
you take the step? Begin? I am with you. Raise yourself up again and know that in me I have
found you, that in me is the heart of you. Know that I am your peace, your keeper, your
touchstone, your way-shower. All is light, all is free, nothing remains of fear. I am the silvery
plateau you would stand upon as you gaze unseeingly into the void.
Do not look for your eyes are not made for seeing. Do not stand for your form is none but a guide
that has led you thus far; no further into the rushing tide will it take you. Go now alone,
unhindered and without fear for I am the steps you will take. I am the voice of your knowing,
unclouded, wholly aligned and at one. Know me and all that has fallen aside will be re-formed. All
that has weakened in you will return boldly, gladly, to rebuild your walls and no more of rock will
they be made but of greater forces that shall be standing long after you have departed this plane.
Take off the stone around your neck and pass it to me. I am the light of your life, your essence,
your innermost utterance. I gift you life and you will receive upon its gilded shores the knowing of
all matters. Neither life now nor death may hold you. You are free, whole, complete. I am the
one who rides upon the waves with you as you swim for shore now, unburdened. You are free,
whole, complete.
Take this moment and let it rest in the palm of your hand and be there with it unknowing and allknowing. These are your days, your times, your footsteps, your Christed end-days. They are not
what you know with your heart nor with your body nor your mind. These are end-days yet begindays, each one a precious and given gift. Do not forget this. This day will be yours and remain
ever so.
You are the wonderment, the after-light, the joyous freely-given gift of all that came before you.
All that struck you as impossible becomes life itself growing beyond your borders, beyond your
talents, beyond your mind’s egocentric rings. There is life here, waiting, calling, seeking to know
you, reaching to you with arms of great, great light and all that we would have you do is to know
this. Be still now, be patient; all things are born in perfect Divine time. To you a new dawn comes.
Be thankful, be love, be bliss and all will open as revelation shines upon your face.
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Serenity’s voice is a lullaby, crooned to you across ages, beyond time, beyond thought. All spaces
are freed within you now. Be the one you called upon in ages past. Be star-follower, map-maker,
moon-rider.
Serenity is a perfect rose, a sleeper’s repose, a gilded heron, a chasuble of light.
Speak with me now in the Divine’s voice and come home.
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The Second Platinum Portal
G17:

Elohim (Platinum/Pale Gold)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the second Golden Gaia bottle, the second
Golden Key, G10: Impeccability (See Appendix B).
Elohim is truth beyond any doubt that all is perfect. It is trust enlightened into the knowing that
when judgement no longer exists, nothing negative needs to exist as no one needs to learn
anything. If we can be impeccable we can claim the perfection of everything and step fully into our
connection with the Elohim and everything else. The gold we are within is an absolute fact. We
are that. We’ve got it in the depth of ourselves and we can now communicate it absolutely and
consciously speak the Divine language. This is the place of Divine authority within our own reality
creation.
The Second Platinum Portal: Elohim
Stillness abounds, and darkness. Nothing exists save existence. Not a single light shines, not a
single voice is heard, not the faintest touch of life is felt, but life there is, nonetheless. It waits,
incubates, forms, stirs until, in one perfect moment, an arc of beingness springs from the heart of
existence and becomes life, becomes consciousness experiencing and we, the Elohim, arise: the
beginning of all, the cosmic force of creation, the expression from deep within the void. And we
speak and our voice is that of creation and we choose you, precious being. We choose you to
bring life. We choose you to dismantle absence and become presence. You are formed. You are
creation. We are you. You are this.
And it is so. Life is. I exist. I am alive. And I drift now in the vastness of you, the infinity of
creation, the indefinable whole. I drift...
Eons pass and I gather all that the cosmos would gift me, taking it into me as the very breath of my
being. Universes are formed and pass beyond and still I drift, weightless and alive, a shining
luminescent presence riding upon crests of Divine light until the certain awaited moment when
presence becomes life and I fall willingly, deeply, knowingly into its embrace.
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I take form. I am born. I am body commingled with light. Dream-bringer, you gentled me to
sleep. Life-giver, you awaken me. Two halves of the whole, you bridge my shady worlds, leading
me lightly into life. Gold dust falls from my eyes and kaleidoscopic whorls of scintillating brilliance
enfold me. Shells fly from my ears and sound is made and sound is heard and it is magnificence.
Sensation gathers, awakening begins. I come made ready for all that life would give me. I come
knowing all that is within me. I come breathing only the life-force of the Divine as my essence.
I am the known and the unknown and you stand before me as both, a superlative mirror of choice.
And I choose. I dive from the cliff and that choice rings deep within me as the sound of perfection
though I will not know it again until the veil is removed at the end of our time. Yet choose I do and
it is blindness I choose and deafness and ignorance and vanity. It is a choice made without
thought, the choice of my soul, offered and in a heartbeat, accepted. In the instant before choice
becomes reality you whisper to me: You will forget; you will remember.
And all the while, dragonfly, butterfly, winged creature of light - Elohim - you dance.
Destruction follows, de-construction reigns. All that was formed is taken apart and I live out this
choosing in a million ways, a myriad of rays, an unending cycle of time, grappling, battling,
experiencing. Dawns come and go and so it continues until, in the same perfect instant that
birthed me once, your song pierces my being again, calling me to reveille. The light of the sun
touches my head, the moon pools at my feet, the earth herself comes alive with the knowing of
what is now to begin.
Show me the Elohim’s wings and I will show you a world made wholly new, vastly lighter,
unimaginably brighter. Take me into the vast, soft openness of your light and I will re-claim
myself, a thousand times over. I am ready now to know you. Will you show me?
You take me deeper into swirling worlds of lost time, deeper into the heart of all that was mine.
You show me there with gentle clarity that which would forever hold me down if I let it. Weighted
with baggage I struggle every step. Freed of my burdens I soar. You open the door and I take
flight.
Creator force, you shatter my notions of smallness, of staleness, of superfluity. You dance me into
being within your vast web of potential and I follow, entranced, enchanted, wondering. I doubt
you not for an instant, wait for you always, swim on your oceans in deepest, heartfelt deference. I
engage delightedly with your ever-changing, swiftly-freeing light. Revelling, we spin and weave
and glide. Notions of separateness collide and explode in the crucible of life and form infinite
particles of cosmic dust and return to nothing and each is the other and each is all and it is we who
create, we who ignite, we who are life.
And we begin again, a different choice, another way. We ignite the furnace of our soul’s delight
and step willingly into the fire. We are life. We are love. We are grace. We inhabit every
molecule and we claim nothing.
We are Elohim. We are Elohim. We are Elohim.
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The Third Platinum Portal
G18:

Limitless (Pale Turquoise/Platinum)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the third Golden Gaia bottle, the third Golden
Key, G11: Generosity (See Appendix B).
The generosity we saw in G11 turns into flow in its partner, G18, and in that flow we are so
connected to the Divine plan that all we can be is generous because all limitation has been
removed. We are so completely in the flow that what we need will always be there and we will
always be able to share that with others. If we can tap into the generosity of the planet we know
she holds the space for everything except negativity and fear. Generosity activates abundance and
abundance is limitless faith. Now we can trust the process. These are the colours of the Aquarian
age. We can now manifest our reality with ease and grace and elegance. This is the global
expression of generosity, beyond separation. We are all limitless, all one.

The Third Platinum Portal: Limitless
Let in the day; it is calling. Let in the ripeness of life; it beckons. Let in the knowing of love; it is
yours. The truth is so far beyond the field of your past as to be an entirely other device. It
remains unseen, unexplored, a foreign land. Yet come with us now and we will show you the path
for it is already beneath your feet. Come with us to freedom, to hope, to all that you did not know
with unawakened heart. Gladly will we take you for it is you who showed us the way at dawn of
time and now is the moment for all to return to the ecstasy that is yours. Onwards we dance,
fearless in our flight. Come with us now as we dive unflinchingly deep into the heart of the ocean.
Your past is not a weight upon your shoulders but a gift, an open door, a higher light. Come with
us now, fall into the sea of divinity and relinquish there the falseness you are preparing to
surrender. The limits you thought were yours were only a vessel of your own making, a cast-iron
cauldron of imaginings. Shuck them off now into the weightless water and know again the
wholeness that awaits you. Remember not these things of time or fancy for they are irrelevant
and no longer yours. Transport your yearnings into rippling tidal motion and allow all that would
unfold to take place. There is much that awaits you when you call to the ocean for succour.
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Be plighted not with anguish, nor wander in the darkness, for all is laid before you and the life you
thought was yours is gone. Come dance with us in the light. Before you lies another path to
freedom.
We gather you up from water’s edge and gentle you into its lapping tides, its heartbeat the rhythm
you have carried inside since time began. Not another moment passes for all time ceases to be as
you ponder the depths of your own mystery. Nothing can touch you now. Nothing can draw you
back into the dry dusty planes you once knew. Only this, only the fragrant and sacred water can
birth you, delivering you safely and with grace to the core of your own Divine knowing.
You are newborn in the stillness of the sea. Take time, take heart, take peace. Still your body into
fluidity and become as the water of life. There is nothing left to accomplish, nothing left to gain,
nothing new to know. All things have fallen from your eyes, leaving only this: life without end, joy
without reckoning, bliss without guilt.
Now is the time, now is the light, now is the greatness of all things considered and offered anew.
Where would it take you, feather light, dancing night, joyous creation child?
Call to us, friend, for everything we have known resides within us and gladly now we give it. Every
record in the Akasha has been preserved for this precise moment. We gift you the Book of Life.
Swiftly now you convey it to the very fibres of your form. Gently now it is taken up by the
axiotonal membranes which surround your body. Deeply now you drink of the wisdom it contains.
Fervently you recall the infinite wonder of all and it is transmitted on a sheen of transcendent light
through air-waves and sound-waves and ocean waves. To you. For you. For all.
The race is over. Life is infinite. Life is limitless. Life is yours.
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The Fourth Platinum Portal
G19:

Om (Platinum/Platinum)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the fourth Golden Gaia bottle, the fourth
Golden Key, G12: I AM (See Appendix B).
Om is complete oneness with all that exists. This bottle takes us to the next level and we can try
and make it grand and big but it really is simply evolution. There is not really a choice anymore.
We have signed up for the ride and now we have to take it all the way. I AM is the name of God
and when we claim that we become the voice of God and then we speak it into being. This is the
clearing of fear-based human DNA and the activation of love-based Divine DNA. This bottle
connects us with our angelic DNA and our inter-galactic DNA which are all just aspects of the One.
The Fourth Platinum Portal: Om
An aperture forms, an opening, a crack in the vastness of the All.
First light on the horizon gathers, gently glimmers, softly shimmers. Light; distinct, precise, here,
now.
Creation.
From void springs life, from darkness, light. Arcs of radiance fall from unimaginable source. We
are catapulted from your embrace in a diamond rain of light.
And it is life which begins, life which sounds its call. And the voice in the void speaks only of love,
sings only of grace, gives only all to all.
Beauty is the world created with love, Divine is the perfection, great indeed is the word. Om is the
sound and Om is the voice and in its voice we reside and we are the perfect creation.
And in our perfection we know ourselves as All and in our Allness ache for the thrill of choice and
will. Long years we forge the game of separation and play every variation of its weary battles.
Through eons and ages we fill its coffers with our souls and wander in amongst its thorns.
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But always, Om, you call to us. Often will we deny you, fight you, ignore you and deride you, but
upon our minds at last your call descends, piercing our walls and crumbling them to dust. And
now, Om, we hear you. We hear you. We hear you.
Om you are called and Om you arise and everything follows from you.
The steadiness of Om slides beyond grasp of fickle mind. The certainty of Om is a wider chasm
than eyes can envision. The scope of Om is more vast than any measuring device. We cannot
define you, Om. We can only live you, breathe you, be you and in so doing become something
entirely other and precisely the same as we always were. We can imagine you, sing you, play you,
write you, draw you and explore you and although your vastness shall remain unknown, we hear
you now. We hear you. We hear you.
And you speak and your voice rings loud:
I come to you now and transport you to the waiting vehicle of dynamic light in which together we
will ride. There is nothing that is not who you are. Not one cloud, not one raindrop, not one insect
or ocean or pillar of marbled stone. Not a war is fought that you are not both vanquished and
victor. Not a light goes on that you are not a filament in its bulb. Not a story is told that you are
not an intrinsic part of the telling. Not a vibration is attained that isn’t the height you reach. Not a
radiant thought-beam is expressed that you are not an atom of its being. It is all you. It is all.
Intently woven, exquisitely crafted, divinely inspired. All you.
Why have you doubted so long?
Never more shall you wander these courses of tongue-twisting guile, no longer shall you be tripped
on the waiting words of your mind. Openness is the joy. Readiness is the game. There is nothing
but stillness, nothing but sound, nothing but the greatest of all, the sound of life. Forever will you
reign here, a force of great beauty and resplendent creator light. Always shall you know this and
ever more will you be it. And it is so.
And we hear the voice and we hear you, Om and we know it now and we know you. Centre of all,
foundation of being, you call us deep within the sphere of wholeness and there embrace us fully.
Radiant lines and geometric forms transmit your wonderment beyond all knowing. Rows, lines
and legions flow through endless living gates to eternity and all would follow you now. Your
pyramidal axis aligns and our very core responds.
We listen now intently and we know.
Beyond you is only Source, only light eternal.
Beyond who we think we are, you shine.
Beyond you lies the new dawn and that is where we are.
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The Fifth Platinum Portal
G20:

Abode of Bliss (Platinum/Pale Green)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the fourth Golden Gaia bottle, the fourth
Golden Key, G13: Grace (See Appendix B).
When we live in Grace we find ourselves in the Abode of Bliss and when we live in Bliss we are
automatically in Grace. This delicate green has taken away the old energies of persecution and
sibling rivalry, leaving us with an awakening that is completely the newest spring rebirth we can
possibly imagine. This is the enlightened heart of humanity and of the planet; each heart
connected to each other heart. If we claim our multi-dimensionality and we keep our feet on the
earth, we change the earth. We also access all her multi-dimensional qualities and we activate her
Divine DNA and her crystalline structure. We can all now take part in this journey. This is the time:
the awakening of the new earth.
The Fifth Platinum Portal: Abode of Bliss
Hope lights the moment and we awaken in wonder as rays of blessing touch our faces. Gentlest,
purest of voices sing harmonies of exquisite and tender delight and we sense rapture in our
hearts. We touch your surface, we sing to your core, we vibrate with the resonance of your newly
awakened self. Earth, you are treasure. Earth, you are emergent. Earth, you are home.
Far from all that we have known have we travelled, deep into the heart of illusion. Willingly did
you carry us there and gladly did we ride but now is the moment for revelation. All along have you
been the chariot for our losses and gains, our devastations and joys, our interminable fears and
insatiable needs. Graciously have you held us as we have flown through space and tumbled
through time and all along you have nursed a burgeoning light of which we remained wholly
unaware. Deep in the folds of our ignorance we passed over your surface and knew not what lay
beneath our feet.
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Let us return to you now, opened, ignited, awake. Let us contact within the wondrous diamond
caverns of our being, the crystalline web of light at the core of our essence. Iridescent, glowing
forms, we weave our inter-connected threads in perfect Divine obeisance. Let us discover here
the Abode of Bliss you lay before us. Let us wander with open mind and generous heart and rediscover our love. Let us awaken to the outer ring of the journey. Let us know you in your
strength and re-kindle your inner fire. Let us come to know that the essence of you is our source,
the heart of you is our peace, the wholeness you offer is our own. Come, Earth and partner with
our rich and vibrant light. Join us in our transit through the wave-forms of our infinite selves. Run
with us through illuminating starlight and on into cosmic core. Soar with us as we take galactic
flight. Weave with us the multifarious ribbons of our unfathomable, inextinguishable greatness.
Radiate with us as we emanate beyond all imagining.
On and on we travel; endless, rapturous light. Riding on a tide of grace we fly, ascendant, arrows
of speed, forces of light. Free-falling, plummeting head-long, beyond all resistance now, we dive.
Deep now and deeper still, plumbing depths unknown. Tumbling ever onwards, ever downwards,
revelling in the dance. Up or down, in or out, sky or earth, human or Divine, no distinction now
prevails. On and on we travel; ceaseless, joyful flight.
Illuminated and illuminating, we pour ourselves in to the empty waiting vessel. Lifetimes has it
prepared itself for this moment and now is the moment of arrival; a heartbeat of sound, a blaze of
life, an opening availed. Light unbounded forms a circlet of fire and majesty and it is received now
in our hearts though it is not simply the organ of blood and circulation nor even the sacred wheel
of life that is lit from within. We reach now to our high, our awakened heart, Anahata, Abode of
Bliss, embedded in our souls, implanted in our bodies, awakened in our being.
A cosmic silence follows. All watch, all wait, all know.
We are awakening.
We are transcending and this is what we come to know: the Abode of Bliss resides within.
Never before did we reckon it. Never before did we own it. The Earth herself pauses in her
trajectory as together we launch a bright new world. Into the Abode of Bliss we step and into the
heart of ourselves. The light we sought remained enigma, the truth we hunted eluded us. Now, in
this pivotal, exquisite moment, everything is born anew. All is altered. No more can we turn
away. Faced with the unequivocal grace of our newborn world, we dissolve into its fragile beauty,
held, loved, seen, known. We carry the Abode of Bliss inside ourselves. There was never another
place. It has always been who we are. We chased across the galaxy for eons of adventurous
sport, delighting in the pastimes of pretence, illusion and every shade of knowing when all the
while our home was here within. Our travels took us precisely nowhere, but in so doing set us
free, led us homeward, back to the source of all and now we take up residence. We are home,
Earth, we are home.
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The Sixth Platinum Portal
G21:

The Beloved (Platinum/Magenta)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the sixth Golden Gaia bottle, the sixth Golden
Key, G14: Ascension Light (See Appendix B).
The Language of Light becomes the Language of the Divine. Here we speak with one voice as
everything rests on Divine love. The platinum sits on magenta and the language now is the Divine
sound of love; held in Divine love, resting on Divine love. All we’ve been looking for is already here
and has always been here and waiting for us to recognise it. The earth is just another expression
of Divine love. We already knew that magenta released guilt. Now we cannot remember what the
concept of guilt could possibly mean.

The Sixth Platinum Portal: The Beloved
Beloved, we call. Beloved, you answer. This is how we have known you. The Beloved you are and
the Beloved we become, but not without a waiting night of longing and remembrance. Your face
shone its light upon the water and we looked with awe in eyes and heart as we wondered what
would bring you to us. Long did we await you, a fire stirring within. That we would know you, see
you, touch you, be you – this was our only waking desire.
Forever did we wait and forever did not come. Thank you, Beloved, for your generosity in this and
in all things for without this absent presence we would not have known the truth that was yet to
come.
Of what would you speak to us, Beloved? What answers could we seek?
None, for all is clear, all is aligned, all is divined with burning, bright intensity. We are come to the
light in pure, perfect formation. There are no other realms now, no waiting candle flames, no predestined assignations. Only this, only here, only now. Day upon day, year upon year, lifetime
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upon lifetime we have waited and now all that has gone before has disappeared and there is only
this.
Metatron unlocks his cube and spiralling liquid geometric forms spill into our waiting hands, each
one a divinely measured key. To what, we will see.
Creation comes and gathers us into its blessed, promised peace. One upon one we ignite the
waiting code. It is our light, Beloved, that draws you to us, calling us to unite.
You are rich, sumptuous, alive and we awaken under your gaze. You ignite a flaming causeway for
our passage into deepest night, purest light. Never are we alone, Beloved, for you bathe the very
surface and the depths of our being with your harmonising, gracious presence. We sing to you,
Beloved, and our song of love returns.
We stand before you, mirrored glass, and there we call you friend. You, Beloved, the Divine portal
to our innermost residence. You, Beloved, the key to our glory. And from the lighted mirror
comes the reflection we have sought. No other’s light shines upon us, no one else is there. We
look at you, Beloved, and all that is before us is the vision of our own magnificence. All we see, all
we know, is here. And it is we who become transparent, we who carry Grace, we who are the face
of love. No longer shadows of our vastness, we embody now our essence. Leaving all else behind,
we step lightly into the enormity of ourselves and it is here we begin to play. Unchained from
preconception, we come to know our worth. Freed of our devotion, we discover now our love.
Relinquished from our blindness, we see now the world made new.
Now we bear fruit and are rich and fecund and alight and we are Divinity’s shining muse. Lost in
the whirling rhythm of our own perfect dance we give ourselves over to wonder. Blossoming
inside our joy, we become that which we have sought.
We arise and claim our name, for we are the Beloved.
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The Seventh Platinum Portal
G22:

Sacred Mystery (Platinum/Olive)

This bottle is the complementary and partner to the seventh Golden Gaia bottle, the seventh
Golden Key, G15: Satori (See Appendix B).
We revisit the number 22, a master number, and now as the Divine female awakens we do not
have a number that expresses mastery but rather the ultimate expression of Mystery - beyond
mastery into the expression of the female face of the Divine. Here we have a master number that
is not magenta but its complementary, olive. This is the female face of mastery, giving birth to a
new planet. Pale olive married to pale blue; female power married to Divine male in its most
enlightened form. God, Goddess, All That Is.
The Seventh Platinum Portal: Sacred Mystery
Never will we know you, never will we find your answer, never will we solve your riddle and that is
the gift you would offer us; that is your perfect bounty. We heed the sound of your cosmic
laughter and know within us the joy that you contain. You are Sacred Mystery, sacred Divine,
sacred perfection. Why would we wish to know you other than to label or define you or seek to
make you finite when what you are is so far beyond imagination, beyond instruction or belief,
beyond definition or account? We cease trying to know you and gladly lose ourselves in your
endless mirrored halls of grace-filled beauteous light.
All around us are reminders of your generosity, your spirit, the overlay of your ignited presence.
Beloved female Divine, you are here. Your silent waiting smile alights upon us and at last we
welcome you in, for without you there would be no return to home. We bask in your nurturing
embrace, exalt in your dazzling luminescence. You are magnified, glorified and ascendant; a
bejewelled arc of light. We ride your waves of brightness into deepening unknown.
In silken robes of subtle hue you dance upon the Earth, touching her but lightly, every step a gift of
sacred promise. Singing your haunting song you guide us gently forward into the very core of life
and willingly do we follow, engaged, enthralled, entranced by the swirling, life-giving mystery of
you. Reverently do we receive your beneficence; gently do you offer us your heart.
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Encapsulated in the potency of your knowing, all that follows becomes whole. Woven into the
lattice of your being we fear nothing. Entwined in your love, we become it. In the magnitude of
your gracious gift are we illumined; cosmic emanations of joy.
Home becomes another place, an ignited space, a light-fuelled grace. No longer do we recognise
the old for it is beyond our keeping now. The Age of Lightness dawns upon your face and
saturates the Earth. Your brilliance, your radiance shines and we tremble to know such love.
Never again will we fall into passing shade for your light now grows within us, relentlessly, swiftly
igniting all, as together we prepare for flight. Together we rise, together soar until as one do we
pour through the final waiting door.
Emergent now, we tread the Divine pathway, alive, alight, renewed; re-calibrated, restored, reformed. In sacred union now we join and walls crumble in our wake.
On and on we travel, deep into the heart of all life; ceaseless, timeless wonder; formless, infinite
flight.
Upon your ancient symbols are reflected now the new. Weaving, drawing, spiralling, we create a
hologram of light. We are causally reflected transcendence; you are a template of delight.
Alighting from descendent form we settle upon Earth’s surface to become again the peace of ages.
Greatness arrives, fragrant with hope.
Truth arises in our hearts.
Here is the story of One and of none and of all. The time has come for a new refrain.
Let us sing this tale together and dive headlong into mystery beyond recall.
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Appendix A: Colour Mirrors
Colour Mirrors is a system of colour which uses potent and powerful coloured oils and essences to
mirror to you who you truly are, to help you understand your life, your patterns of behaviour and
to bring light to the possibilities that await you. Colour can enlighten every aspect of your life:
relationships, jobs, careers, healing, health issues, energy blocks, abundance, gifts, potential,
spiritual connection and personal power.
Each of the beautiful bottles in the Colour Mirrors range has its own meaning and vibration. As
you look at the colours, you will find some which call you, drawing you in. Others will intrigue you
and some you may not like at all. Your response to each bottle offers information and insight
about your life and reveals issues, blocks, past life patterning, hidden aspects of your psyche and,
perhaps most potent of all, the potential you hold and the truth of the light you really are.
Colour Mirrors supports you in reconnecting your inner essence with your body so that you can be
the expression of Divine love that you are, right here on the planet. Using this system of colour,
light and energy you are assisted to shift old outdated beliefs, patterns or habits which no longer
serve you. The coloured oils and essences are effective in helping you to make changes in your life
because they have a direct effect on your energy field, bypassing the conscious mind and assisting
you to dissolve and release blocks and resistance. All the bottles carry a unique vibration which
interacts with your energy field somewhat like a tuning fork. As you connect with, hold or bathe in
the coloured oils and essences you allow their energy signature to interact with your own, bringing
about subtle – and sometimes profound - changes.
Colour holds out to you the mirror of all that you have always been and have forgotten. Colour
shows you the great possibilities and potential and joy that is entirely available to you. Colour
mirrors to you your vastness, your light and your beauty. Colour mirrors to you who you truly are.
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Connecting with Colour Mirrors Bottles
There are many ways to connect with Colour Mirrors oils and essences. You may simply sit with
them, holding them or meditating with them; you may use the oils on your body and chakras or
soak yourself in their glorious energies in a bath. You may spray the essences on your body, in
your aura and around the spaces you live and work in. You may use the bottles intuitively in any
way which feels right for you. Many people find that by connecting with the bottles as well as
their words the messages go deep, bypassing the conscious mind and heading straight for the cells
where they work their unique blend of magic. At a cellular, essential level, these coloured mirrors
can reveal to us the light we are and have always been, and thus assist us in transmuting deeply
held beliefs, fears, doubts and conditioning, opening us to the Divine that is within all.
To find out more about Colour Mirrors please visit my website and www.colourmirrors.com. My
book The Language of Light: Golden Keys to Ascension also contains information on the power
and potency of this system. Melissie and I are currently co-creating a book encompassing the
entire Colour Mirrors system. We are including basic information on what colour is and how it
works but this may not be like anything else you have read on the subject! This book will be an indepth exploration of the might and magic of Colour Mirrors including how each colour and each
bottle in the system relates to particular challenges as well as particular gifts, joys and possibilities.
It will be a guide for practitioners and therapists and it will also be a journey into the heart of
colour and a tool for awakening for anyone who is ready to be touched by the power of colour.

Moira Bush’s Colour Mirrors Oracle Cards and accompanying booklet also offer great insight into
the uses and benefits of colour and Colour Mirrors.

All Colour Mirrors bottles, including the seven Platinum Gaia bottles, are available to purchase
from my website.
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Appendix B: Golden Keys
You’ll have noticed throughout this book that I refer to the partners and complementaries of the
Platinum Gaia energies – the Golden Gaias, or Golden Keys. Those of you who have read my first
book, The Language of Light, will know what I’m talking about. For those who haven’t yet come
across them, here’s a short précis to give you a little insight as to how these energies fit together.
The Golden Gaia bottles were the first of the ‘new’ earth energies to be represented in the Colour
Mirrors system. In early 2009, they were conceived and born in a flash of golden light and they
opened the door to a whole new way of being, perceiving and responding to the world.
These glowing, golden globes of light presented themselves just days before I was due to visit
Melissie in South Africa and I had the extraordinary pleasure of being part of their genesis. As
Melissie and I spent a week immersing ourselves in the energy of these beauties, we began to
realise what they were showing us: a new earth - a new golden earth – and a new way of
experiencing ourselves on that earth. They literally gifted us with a set of keys with which to
unlock our power and light from within. A book began to come through me, seeming almost to
write itself, and so the Language of Light: Golden Keys to Ascension was born.
In the following pages are the seven Golden Gaia bottles which are the complementaries and
partners to each of the Platinum Gaia bottles mentioned in this e-book. I’ve included Melissie’s
words for each bottle for your reference as they are so intricately linked with the Platinum Gaia
energies you have met within the pages of this e-book. For the full story on the Golden Keys and
what they can unlock within you, please refer to The Language of Light: Golden Keys to Ascension.
This book takes you on an in-depth journey into each of the Golden Keys through words,
‘harmonics’ (similar to the ‘portals’ in this e-book), meditations, exercises, insights and a detailed
exploration of living in a new reality on a new golden earth.
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The First Golden Key: G9. Faith (Turquoise/Pale Gold) - partner to G16 Serenity

At the end of the dark tunnel there is a light and this light is turquoise and gold and indicates our
new state. We are now connected to our authentic golden Divine power through our turquoise
faith. It is the faith that moved us through the dark tunnel back into the light. Without the faith
we would not have survived the dark night of the soul – in fact we would not have needed to go
into it. It was our faith that took us there, knowing that there was another level, closer to the
Divine, closer to our Divine selves. The turquoise over gold reconnects us to the flow and the trust
that everything is on track and part of the Divine plan. It takes us beyond trust and into the truth
that we are Divine and that everything we have experienced was Divine and therefore perfect.
This colour combination indicates the teacher of the ancient truths in a new way. We are
connecting to the golden age and are able to access the information of the past in a new way. This
is the beginning of the opening of the hall of records.
The Second Golden Key: G10. Impeccability (Pale Gold/Blue-Lilac) – partner to G17 Elohim

In the journey towards Ascension, this is where we connect with our impeccability. The blue-lilac
says we speak our spirit and if that is what we are doing we have to be ever vigilant of our words.
They have to be impeccable – we cannot use our words as weapons or instruments of
manipulation. We have to speak with incredible integrity as we now know without a shadow of a
doubt that everything we say will be made manifest. This bottle reconnects us to what we believe
about the masculine side of creation and therefore the masculine side of ourselves as the creator.
It will bring incredible peace and put one into the silence and the stillness where the voice of
inspiration within can be accessed.
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The Third Golden Key: G11. Generosity (Pale Coral/Pale Gold) – partner to G18 Limitless

The coral is unconditional self acceptance – I am perfect as I am - and the pale gold is our
connection to our authentic Divine selves. This combination very powerfully reconnects us to who
we really are, Divine creations – magnificent humans able to joyously dance our reality into being.
If you are perfect and perfectly aligned with your Divine self you can create anything, therefore
this bottle is all about harvest, abundance, love, joy and generosity. If you can finally see yourself
as a part of the Divine’s perfection there is nothing you do not deserve and you can therefore
access and generously share all of it. The love that you hold for your precious self is so attractive
that it can attract anything and anyone you focus on because you are in alignment with your
Divine truth. This bottle holds the key to joyous co-creation with the universe.

The Fourth Golden Key: G12. I Am (Pale Gold/Pale Gold) – partner to G19 Om

This is the I Am. When you choose this bottle you are ready to release all the beliefs that still say
“I am not”. When you choose this you are fully prepared to align with your Divine self and claim
yourself as part of the Divine: The Creator and I are one. The Divine is within and I am that. Our
addictions are the things that keep us small and keep us feeling separate from our Divine self. This
bottle will support us in letting go of fear and the separating influence of addiction. When we
claim back our true authentic power, we can be free of the addictions and be fearlessly,
powerfully Divine.
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The Fifth Golden Key: G13. Grace (Pale Gold/Pale Pink) – partner to G20 Abode of Bliss

This delicate colour combination is there to remind us again that only love exists and that
everything we have experienced was chosen by us as an expression of Divine love. Here we step
into grace and forgive ourselves. We were never guilty, we were Divine expressions experiencing
and nothing was ever not part of the plan. These colours indicate a rebirth but this time without
the trauma of death. We gently rebirth into our true selves and remember that the Divine is love
and that we are that too and the true power that creates everything is love, love, love. This is the
female face of Divinity and it is beautiful and so are you. While using this bottle it will serve you to
take time every day to remember something fabulous about you and if you write it down you will
just make it that much more real. Take time to honour your female creative intuitive vision.

The Sixth Golden Key: G14. Ascension Light (Pale Gold/Clear) – partner to G21 The Beloved

This bottle is about the intensification of the light in you and in everything. With these colours you
can also shine this brightly. The light is crystal clear and this clarity will attract all the new
crystalline beings that are incarnating now. They are here to show us how Ascension works.
Ascension happens when we remember that we are a light body, that we are the Divine light in
physical form and that the density we perceive in our reality is the illusion. This bottle will shine
its light on everything that is illusionary and when the light is shone on the illusion it instantly
dissipates. What we are then left with is the light of truth that is beyond illusion.
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The Seventh Golden Key: G15. Satori (Solid Gold/Magenta) – partner to G22 Sacred Mystery

This bottle makes our connection with our Divine selves a solid reality. It no longer floats above us
as a thought or a wish. It settles the truth into our cells that we are Divine and that we are living
heaven on earth in this moment. This is the moment when we remember that we never left home
in the first place and that heaven is where we are and that everything we see is Divine. It was
never not that. This is the state of Satori.
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Footnote:
In 2011 a further set of Gaia bottles came to join the Colour Mirrors system. Five Coral Gaia
bottles emerged to follow on from the Platinum Gaias. These beautiful coral energies ground and
anchor the cosmic light and vastness we connect with through platinum, making our light a real
and solid truth on this planet. Coral connects us with Christ Consciousness, that conscious
awareness of our divinity which we are all beginning now to embody.
The Golden Gaias open us to the new era dawning on the Earth and show us a new way of being
on the planet, a new way of living that is based on our light, joy and infinite beingness. The
Platinums remind us that we are already the light of the cosmos – limitless, Divine, One – and that
we have always been this. With the Corals, the Ascension path reaches another level now, as we
take that knowing and make it real, anchor it into our bodies and live it upon the Earth. The
journey continues and it is both breath-taking and filled with infinite possibilities.
To explore the Gaia bottles and the “New Earth Energies” further, please visit www.korani.net and
www.colourmirrors.com.
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